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BLOGGING
SERVICES

CASE STUDY



CONTACTS FROM
THE BLOG IN THE

CLINIC’S DATABASE

CUSTOMERS 
FROM THE BLOG

BLOG VIEWS

INCREASED BY

INCREASED BY

INCREASED BY

In the case of Williams Integracare Clinic, blogging
increased customer conversion by a hefty 200 percent. 

Simply launching a URL is the basic first step. The second step
(after you’ve carefully crafted your website’s architecture and
content) is blogging.

INTRO

Once a website is launched or relaunched,
the work is just beginning. Gone are the 
days of hitting LIVE on a website and 
letting it act as an online business card 
or www-style billboard. The websites of 
today, the digital landscape 3.74 billion 
Internet users peruse, are being tasked 
with more than ever before. Creating and 
distributing content to users has now
become websites’ number one goal.



CLIENT PROBLEM

In Central Minnesota, there’s such a 
thing as market saturation when it 
comes to being a healthcare facility 
located very, very near a major
healthcare system made of nearly 
10,000 employees, six facilities,
and 17 clinics.

HERE’S WHAT IT LOOKED LIKE:

HERE’S HOW

SO HOW DOES WILLIAMS INTEGRACARE STAND OUT?

That question is what shaped and led our website redesign process.



Williams Integracare Clinic is a specialty medical
facility in Sartell, MN that combines family practice, 
physical therapy, and chiropractic care under one
roof. Its holistic approach to health offers patients a
wide range of services and specialties in a unique
care model that’s both comprehensive and continuous.

SEO (or lack thereof) was the driving force behind
Williams seeking out inbound marketing services from 
Leighton Interactive. The clinic was seeking a website
redesign to take it from the customary online brochure
style site it was at the time to something that better 
modeled the innovative care and treatment Williams 
Integracare Clinic offers patients.



Together we realized the opportunity they had to showcase who the clinic’s providers are, giving 
potential patients enough familiarity to make an appointment based on bios and specialties.

      But how do we tell that story?

      How could inbound marketing work for a clinic – an industry not typically looking for “leads”          
      of the usual, sales-type?

One word: BLOGGING. Just what the doctor ordered.

HERE’S WHAT WE DID:



With the patient in mind, we pulled things out 
of care regimes at the clinic to highlight as 
topics. For example:

      One of the doctors on staff is a specialist in  
      the area on concussions.

      Child chiropractic can be used to combat  
      colic, reflux, and scoliosis.

      Hormone therapy replacement, health   
      insurance, and holistic care- topics people
      often have questions on – could be
      explored in depth in blogs.

Our team carefully extracted the true subject 
matter experts from the vast team at Williams 
Integracare Clinic and positioned the providers
as open, approachable individuals with real 
online personalities and identities. 

We curated content calendars reflective
of the three pillars of healthcare Williams 
Integracare Clinic operates on, and conducted 
research of users and patients to develop a 
content plan that married healthcare problems 
with the solutions the clinic specializes in.



RESULTS

Prior to the site redesign, nearly 100 percent
of appointments made at the clinic were due
to pain. Adding a blog to their website gave
Williams Integracare providers a platform for:

      Thought leadership

      A place to uncover healthcare questions
      and issues

      The opportunity to grant patients endless       
      resources related to their health and wellness

Blogging created a sense of proactivity for
Williams Integracare Clinic and enabled the
facility to foster patients advocating for their 
own health.

YES - BUT DID IT WORK?
The burning question.

BLOG VIEWS OVER TIME:

BEST PERFORMING BLOG TITLES:



And, seeing isn’t always believing ...

      WAS THE BLOG WORKING BEYOND EXPOSURE
      AND VISITS?

      WAS IT ACTUALLY CONVERTING?

YES.

By adding a corresponding call-to-action to each published 
blog, readers were given the immediate opportunity to schedule 
an appointment or connect with a professional. It streamlined 
user’s online experiences and made it easy to take that next step. 

In one year’s time 

FEBRUARY 1, 2015 TO JANUARY 31, 2016

BLOG VIEWS INCREASED

CUSTOMERS FROM THE BLOG INCREASED

CUSTOMERS FROM THE BLOG IN THE 

CLINIC’S DATABASE INCREASED



ABOUT LI SERVICE

RESULTS.
Leighton Interactive uses data to make 
decisions on what to optimize. In this 
case, the data indicated Williams 
Integracare Clinic’s  SEO game would
forever be changed and the clinic’s
own brand would positively benefit from 
focusing on blogging. Within one year, 
data confirmed it was the right decision. WE CAN DO THE SAME FOR YOU

Blogging is a genuine, organic way to foster trust with your users, 
perpetuating your brand’s awareness until they’re ready for the 
next step. We can help establish your blogging platform to attract 
your ideal target audience.

GET STARTED WITH A FREE AUDIT

http://www.leightoninteractive.com/contact-services
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